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        Intralogistics, Automation & Buildings

        The Big Box Group is a collection of businesses providing intralogistics, automation and temporary & permanent buildings to customers across a wide number of industries and applications.
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        Our area of operations includes:
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              Intralogistics - Warehouse Design, Storage Systems & Handling Equipment...

            

            
              
                Warehouse design, racking and storage systems, materials handling equipment, mezzanines and warehouse internals, including safety barriers, labelling and signage. Click to find out more at... bigboxintralogistics.uk
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              Temporary to Fully Steel Building Solutions for Industry and more...


            

            
              
                Temporary, Semi and Permanent Building Solutions - a wide range of building options for industry, commerce, sports and leisure that are innovative, lower cost and quicker build alternatives. Click to find out more at... bigboxbuildings.uk
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              e-Fulfilment & Robotic Automation...

            

            
              
                Warehouse eCommerce, fulfilment, sortation, robotics and automation including picking, moving and sorting solutions, automated goods to person packing and more traditional packing and despatch equipment. Click to find out more at... bigboxautomation.uk
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          How the Big Box Group works...

        

      

      
        The Big Box Group is made up of three complementary businesses that can interact and combine together or each can provide an excellent standalone service, depending on what the customer needs. So if a client is looking for a new fully fitted temporary warehouse, Big Box Buildings and Big Box Intralogistics can combine as a one stop shop. Similarly if you want a brand new fully automated eCommerce facility all three can come together to meet your needs.


        If you are just looking for an intralogistics supplier, a warehouse automation provider or a temporary building solution then each can supply a bespoke, stand alone service.

        So whatever your needs across these three specialist areas Big Box group companies can give you the answers you need, with economies of scale and the convenience of one source of supply.
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            Warehouse Design, Storage Systems and Handling Equipment
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        With supply chain management becoming more important there is need for more integration across all the logistics functions. At Big Box Intralogistics our solutions are designed to improve your handling, storage and fulfilment operations whilst increasing operating efficiency and reducing your costs. We are one of the UK’s only single source intralogistics suppliers.  With over 25 years experience in the sector, Big Box Intralogistics are uniquely placed to offer advice, guidance and knowledge on every aspect of your warehousing, from initial facility design to final implementation.

Find out more at... bigboxintralogistics.uk
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            Temporary to Fully Steel Building Solutions...
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        At Big Box Buildings we provide temporary, semi and permanent buildings as a lower cost, lower risk and swifter build option. Industrial applications include warehousing and materials storage, workshops, manufacturing and production areas plus loading bays. We can also provide facilities for sport and leisure organisations, retail operators, the hospitality sector and educational establishments. In more recent times these buildings have been an excellent solution for Business Continuity Planning and Disaster Recovery after unexpected events e.g. fires, flooding and catastrophe insurance claims

Find out more at... bigboxbuildings.uk
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            e-Fulfilment & Robotic Automation
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        With the need to offer services such as same-day-delivery and store pick-up, customer fulfillment and delivery needs have changed. This has forced companies to improve efficiency and reduce the order-to-delivery time. Flexible automation of intralogistics processes allows businesses to meet customers' needs and gain a competitive advantage. These “goods-to-person” automation systems are the future for online and traditional warehouses. We supply a complete range of solutions for bespoke and integrated warehouse automation including eFulfilment solutions, intelligent robotics, picking, sorting and packing equipment.

Find out more at... bigboxautomation.uk
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              COMPANY POLICIES

            
          

        

      

      
        Head Office Address:
Big Box Group, 
Big Box House,
1-3 Wood Lane Mews,
Beverley,
East Yorkshire
HU17 8DA

        
          Call: +44 (0)1430 449986

          
            
              
            

          

        

      

    

  

  
  
